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The session ended up being a discussion about university-company 
relationships. No specific technologies were discussed.

We had around 32 people with 8 of those being from industry (probably 3 only) 
or having previous significant industry experience.

Key issues raised:
 The problem pull and solution push gap
 Different behaviours of different types of companies: SMEs (often don’t 

know what they want or need help figuring it out; don’t know about 
funding opportunities; more agile); corporates  (do know better what 
they want)

 Places where solutions and problems are discussed, discovered, explored
 Industry perspectives
 University perspectives
 How to connect effectively

The main thing that there was a consensus on was that conferences (of the right 
type) were to the best place to start promising relationships on the basis that 
here was a place with time and 1-2-1 interaction between academics and 
industry individuals.

We talked about other ways that two parties try to engage and close the 
problem-solution gap was sandpits, matching events, catapults and conferences. 

A key point is that all parties know to some extent they could do things more 
effectively but lack of time drives behaviour: eg not searching their own 
networks for contacts and expecting others (TTOs) to do it for them; industry 
leaving emails unread in their inbox.

The importance of effective networking and how to do it was discussed. 

Universities tend to push although their aspiration is to listen to industry 
problems. As an industry representative said “Universities want to push, but they
have to know the right company to push against and even then they have to 
know which group within a company they need to push against”.

Both industry and TTOs highlighted the naivety of academics about realities of 
industrial engagement and specifically their impatience to be introduced to 
industry partners and to hear back from them. One TTO pointed out that 
“Academics often know the people they want introductions too already and 
undervalue their own networks”.


